
ECLIPSE IP SERIES DESK TOP SYSTEM

Trade Up 
to Integrated, 
Interactive, 
Multimedia
Communication
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Give your traders a competitive 

edge and increase productivity with 

integrated, interactive multimedia 

communication on the Eclipse IP 

Series Desktop from Wesley Clover 

Solutions.

This state-of-the-art platform offers 

the ultimate integration of unified 

communication for the financial 

trading industry. And it is the only 

platform that supports both office 

and trading applications in one 

integrated multimedia system.



Optimize Workflow
The Eclipse IP Series Desktop is designed  
to fit the demands of financial traders in  
banks, brokerages, commodities, exchanges, 
and investment management firms. It’s 
engineered to place office, trading, sales, 
support, and command and control 
applications at your fingertips.

With the Eclipse IP Series Desktop, your traders 
get instant access to real-time voice, video, and 
data information and communication when 
they need it. The modular system:

• Supports multi-line and multi-speaker 
configurations

• Includes a camera for video, PC, and  
video conferencing applications

• Eliminates the need for legacy turrets  
and multiple devices on each desktop

• Streamlines workflow and increases 
efficiency

The Eclipse IP 
Series Desktop is 
the only platform 
that supports both 
office and trading 
applications in 
one integrated 
multimedia system.



Key in Custom 
Configurations
The full-featured Eclipse command module  
can be combined with one or two key 
modules to create a complete interactive 
communication center. 

The key module’s eight-inch, multi-touch,  
color display offers 24 hard and soft key 
buttons that can be configured and pro-
grammed for a variety of direct connection  
and call management applications. 

The key module also offers swipe navigation 
through multiple soft button pages to enable 
use and customization of up to 360 soft key 
buttons. Once configured, the high contrast 
graphics and line labeling combined with 
simultaneous, multi-key press support enable 
users to access resources, colleagues, and 
clients quickly and efficiently.

An in-line key programming and 
call management feature eliminates 
complicated menu structures and 
enables full customization.

The standalone 
command module 
combines all the 
functionality of 
traditional turret 
systems, the ease of 
use of desktop phones, 
and the latest touch 
screen technologies in 
one streamlined,  
cost-effective package.

Take Command of  
All Communications
The foundation of the Eclipse multimedia communication 
platform is a versatile, standalone office and trading command 
module that can be configured for a variety of functions. 
Available in a single or dual handset configuration, the 
command module allows your traders to access core control 
features via traditional button configurations or a convenient 
multi-touch color display.

The system provides access to multiple voice lines, as well as 
internal hoot and holler, or intercom communication. And it’s 
fully equipped out of the box with a programmable, eight-
channel speaker for audio feeds and private lines. There is  
no need to purchase a separate speaker module.

The integrated five-inch color display:

• Provides both the tactile feel of hard keys and ease of use of a 
touch screen for direct access to connections with other users

• Can be configured for video-based collaboration applications 
between office, trading, and support users and their PCs

• Supports playback of high quality videos, so users don’t have 
to switch to other devices to view video content

The command module also includes an integrated 5 megapixel 
video camera for interactive video communication with 
colleagues and clients. And it is equipped with a tri-color light 
bar that provides users and colleagues with system and call 
status notifications that are visible from anywhere on the 
trading floor.



Rely on a Proven Operating Environment
Eclipse IP Series Desktops run on an enhanced implementation of the Android operating 
system, which has been optimized to ensure application integrity and operation 
security. This environment offers new levels of workflow optimization and integration 
possibilities that aren’t possible on closed architectures. 

Eclipse IP Series Desktops are enabled by the Eclipse Application Server (EAS), which 
provides IT managers with full control of connectivity, enablement, management,  
and administration functions. 

The EAS operates on either industry standard servers or in VMware® environments 
and is designed to scale to meet current and future IP voice requirements for office and 
trading applications. Desktop systems register to the server using the popular open 
standard SIP protocol.

And to ensure traders have access to communications at all times, Eclipse desktops  
are equipped with primary and secondary backup capabilities built on three levels  
of physical redundancy, with two Gigabit Ethernet ports and one Wi-Fi port.

The Eclipse 
Application Server 
(EAS) is built on the 
Linux operating 
system and uses 
popular, market-
leading application 
services to provide 
extended utility 
and functionality.

Trust Market Leading Expertise
Eclipse IP Series Desktops are part of the Wesley Clover Solutions family 
of IP-based office trading devices and phones. Wesley Clover Solutions 
ignited the trend away from monolithic legacy trading turret systems 
towards converged, server-based IP solutions that are both scalable and 
distributed. To date, Wesley Clover Solutions has successfully deployed 
IP server-based trading solutions in over 100 cities around the world.

For more information about Wesley Clover Solutions and the Eclipse Series 
Desktop send us an email at Info@wesleycloversolutions.com
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Northern Virginia: 3800 Concorde Parkway, Suite #1500, Chantilly, VA 20151
Illinois: 70 West Madison Street, 20th Floor, Chicago, IL 60602
California: 1800 Century Park East, Suite 600, Los Angeles, California 90067
Canada: 390 March Road, Suite 110, Kanata, ON K2K 0G7

Wesley Clover Solutions  
Global Sales 
475 Park Avenue South, Floor 8
New York, New York, 10016
212.561.1320 www.wesleycloversolutions.com
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